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The concept of cooperative purchasing is certainly nothing new, but for many, the process of utilizing this type of 

resource is completely unfamiliar. While a variety of definitions can be used to describe it, a cooperative purchasing 

organization - at its core - utilizes a group approach to procure goods or services. Often, participating organizations 

share a common interest and are looking to lessen the administrative burden and contract compliance issues 

associated with procurement.

As noted in a recent Harvard Kennedy School of Government white paper, “Cooperatives have evolved to provide a 

wider variety of benefits to procurement officials and vendors, offering increasingly complex services adaptable to 

a growing participant pool. Expansion of offerings and targeted attention to best-in-class contracts have furthered 

their value proposition.”

Other names for a cooperative purchasing organization include purchasing consortia, purchasing cooperative, 

buying cooperative, cooperative consortia, and group purchasing organization (GPO).

Cooperative Purchasing - Overview

Simply put, cooperative purchasing is when two or more entities pool their purchasing power to get better pricing 

on the items and services they need. Purchasing cooperatives often offer services to a variety of organizations, like 

private and public school systems, government agencies and entities, public organizations, and 501c3 nonprofits.

At TEMA Roofing Services, we are proud to be the only commercial roofing company in the Youngstown, OH 

area that contracts with The Interlocal Purchasing System (TIPS) and OMNIA Partners cooperative purchasing 

organizations. These strategic partnerships give our clients in certain industries and sectors access to an alternative 

method for purchasing roofing services.

Both TIPS and OMNIA Partners offer members access to competitively procured purchasing contracts, which often 

alleviate the headache of completing the bidding process without knowledgeable support.

Types of Cooperative Purchasing Arrangements

Generally speaking, there are two primary types of contract  

purchasing arrangements: piggybacking and joint solicitation.

Piggybacking does not require membership in a larger  

purchasing organization. Typically in this scenario, one entity  

adds itself to another entity’s pre-existing contract. 

Joint solicitation, by comparison, bands a large group of  

entities together in order to maximize purchasing power and  

resources. TIPS and OMNIA Partners are both examples  

of this type of buying cooperative.
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The Procurement Process - How Does It Work?

For those not associated with a cooperative purchasing organization, the procurement process can be daunting 

for large jobs like commercial roof replacement or installation. The entity in need of service must essentially “go it 

alone,”  reaching out to contractors or issuing an RFP, reviewing bids, selecting a contractor, monitoring the build, 

and ensuring all terms were met.

By comparison, buying cooperatives offer strength in numbers and streamline the procurement process by utilizing a 

seasoned team of professionals to oversee the project. Not all purchasing cooperatives operate in the same manner, 

but as with OMNIA Partners’ process (listed below), assistance is available every step of the way. 

A Competitive Solicitation Process

STEP 1:  The lead agency (cooperative) prepares a solicitation, conducts meetings, and issues any required    

 amendments and notifications.

STEP 2:  Suppliers/contractors interested in the project submit bids.

STEP 3:  The lead agency reviews and evaluates proposals and negotiates terms.

STEP 4:  The final agreement is awarded to the chosen vendor.

At each turn, procurement professionals are available to answer questions or discuss project deliverables. The result 

is a streamlined procurement process that delivers high-quality products and services at costs that otherwise might 

be unattainable.
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Benefits of Cooperative Purchasing

Over the course of the past several decades, cooperative purchasing organizations have expanded and evolved, 

becoming a trusted resource within both the private and public sectors. Government entities, educational 

institutions, and nonprofit organizations can all benefit.

And, in the end, your organization can 

save time and money, ensure compliance 

with rules and regulations, and have 

access to knowledgeable support 

throughout the procurement process by 

taking the time to choose a trusted 

cooperative purchasing partner.



Why You Should Consider Cooperative Purchasing

While cooperatives aren’t a universal solution for procurement pitfalls, they can significantly benefit an organization’s 

overall procurement strategy and clearly add value to the process. 

There are numerous advantages to joining a cooperative purchasing organization (like TIPS or OMNIA Partners), and 

three of the biggest benefits include savings, support and access to high-quality products and services.

ADVANTAGE #1 - Better Pricing and Time Savings

POTENTIAL FOR SIGNIFICANT COST SAVINGS

Members have access to better pricing due to economies of scale and negotiation with vendors. As mentioned in the Harvard Kennedy School of 

Government white paper, smaller entities purchase in smaller volumes, reducing their power to stir competition and negotiate on pricing.

Members realize reduced costs associated with administrative expenses for the project because the solicitation and procurement process is  

overseen by the buying cooperative.

TIME SAVINGS ON THE PROJECT AND FOR THE ENTITY IN NEED OF SERVICES

The procurement timeline is shorter for members, as compared to organizations that do not utilize a cooperative, because the quotes, bids, and 

proposal selection are managed by the cooperative.

Overall project timelines, from start to finish, are often shortened because of the streamlined procurement process spearheaded by the cooperative.

ADVANTAGE #2 - Access to Knowledgeable Support

CONCENTRATED KNOWLEDGE ON A WIDE VARIETY OF SERVICES

Every step of the way, procurement professionals are available to answer questions, oversee the project’s progress, and discuss project deliverables.

ASSISTANCE WITH COMPLIANCE AND REGULATIONS

Buying cooperatives adhere to established laws, policies, regulations, and provisions because they realize that when those directives align with  

public and private sector requirements, they’re more likely to have their contracts accepted.

FLEXIBILITY AND CONSERVATION OF INTERNAL RESOURCES

By going the cooperative purchasing route, entities gain greater flexibility (having access to more options than they might have found on their own) 

and are able to conserve internal resources (both time and money) by utilizing the knowledge and capabilities of the cooperative’s  

procurement professionals.

ADVANTAGE #3 - High-Quality Products and Services

TRUSTED, VETTED SERVICES AND SUPPLIES

Vendors and suppliers within the cooperative purchasing program have met the requirements of the organization and have the capability to work with 

a variety of industries and project types.

BETTER RESULTS DUE TO BETTER UNDERSTANDING

Cooperative programs possess an understanding of their audience’s needs, and, because of that, are able to produce a better contract  

for the project.

SMALL MEMBERS HAVE ACCESS TO BIG MEMBER PRICING AND SERVICES

Cooperative contracts are especially advantageous for smaller members because it gives them access to services (and pricing) that might otherwise 

only be available to larger organizations.

A cooperative purchasing partnership – which is often free – can be a great way to get better deals from the 

suppliers you already work with and trust. 

At TEMA Roofing Services, we are proud to work hand in hand with both OMNIA Partners (one of the most 

experienced cooperative purchasing organization for state and local government, K-12 education, colleges and 

universities) and The Interlocal Purchasing System (TIPS) (managed by the Region 8 Education Service Center).
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